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Proper Citation

Current German Weather Stations (RRID:SCR_003611)

Resource Information

URL: http://imkhp2.physik.uni-karlsruhe.de/~muehr/wetterwerte.html

Proper Citation: Current German Weather Stations (RRID:SCR_003611)

Description: Data sets of current German weather stations updated hourly or every twelve hours. Data sets, in German, include: * Daily mean values of temperature, updated hourly. Daily archive since 29.1.2008 * Daily maximum and minimum temperature, updated every 12 hours. Daily archive since 21.7.2008 * Monthly mean values of temperature and deviation, updated daily. * Rainfall in the last 12 hours and monthly total, updated every 12 hours. Monthly totals of precipitation and relative to langj. means in%, updated every 12 hours. Monthly Archive since Feb. 2008 * Air pressure and pressure tendency, updated hourly.

Abbreviations: Current German Weather Stations

Synonyms: Aktuelle Wetterwerte deutscher Stationen

Resource Type: data or information resource, data set

Keywords: weather, cloud, climate, precipitation, rainfall, air pressure, temperature

Availability: Copyrighted

Resource Name: Current German Weather Stations

Resource ID: SCR_003611

Alternate IDs: nlx_157759

Ratings and Alerts
No rating or validation information has been found for Current German Weather Stations.
No alerts have been found for Current German Weather Stations.

Data and Source Information

Source: SciCrunch Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics

We have not found any literature mentions for this resource.